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TWISTED CALIBRATIONS

TIMOTHY A. MURDOCH

Abstract. The methods of calibrated geometry are extended to include nonori-

entable submanifolds which can be oriented by some real Euclidean line bundle.

Specifically, if there exists a line bundle-valued differential form of comass one

which restricts to a submanifold to be a density, then the submanifold satisfies

a minimizing property. The results are applied to show that the cone on the

Veronese surface minimizes among a general class of comparison 3-folds.

Introduction

An important area of study in differential geometry concerns minimal and

area-minimizing subvarieties of Riemannian manifolds. A particularly elegant

technique known as calibrated geometry was formalized with the appearance

of the fundamental paper of Harvey and Lawson [HL]. A calibrated geometry

on a Riemannian manifold M is the study of the minimal varieties associated

to a closed p-form of unit comass. Any submanifold on which such a p-form

restricts to be a volume form is homologically area-minimizing, that is, the

submanifold has area no greater than any submanifold (or even current) in

the same homology class [H, HL, or Mgl]. Since a submanifold possessing a

volume form is orientable, it might appear that orientability is an indispensable

part of calibration theory. However, in this paper we show that an analogous

theory of "twisted" calibrations holds for some nonorientable submanifolds of a

Riemannian manifold M. Using differential forms with values in a flat real line

bundle, a theory analogous to the theory of calibrated geometry is developed.

The utility of this generalized method becomes more apparent when it is

applied to an example and gives a result about area-minimization not previously

known. The second half of the paper gives a proof that the cone on the Veronese

surface is twisted-calibrated and hence area-minimizing among a large class of

comparison 3-folds.

In § 1, we define differential forms with values in a real Euclidean line bun-

dle L over a smooth manifold M. These forms are interpreted naturally as

ordinary differential forms of odd type on the two-sheeted covering space of M

determined by L.

Section 2 introduces the notion of an L-orientation of a (not necessarily ori-

entable) submanifold N of M. The fundamental observation is that it may
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be possible for N to be "L-oriented" by some nontrivial line bundle over M

which is different from the orientation bundle of M. That is, for some line

bundle L over M, it may be that the orientation bundle of 7Y and the re-

striction of L to N are isomorphic. This condition allows a natural pairing,

via integration, between the L-oriented submanifolds of M and the L-valued

(or twisted) forms. The pairing satisfies an L-valued analogue of Stokes's the-

orem, exhibiting the duality between the exterior derivative on twisted forms

and the boundary operator on L-oriented submanifolds.

In §3, we show that the comass of a twisted p-form on a Riemannian man-

ifold is well defined and hence that twisted-calibrations are well defined. The

L-valued Stokes's theorem is applied to prove the Fundamental Theorem of

Twisted-Calibrations and to show the area-minimizing property of twisted-

calibrated submanifolds analogous to the area-minimizing property of calibrated

submanifolds in calibrated geometries.

Sections 4 and 5 concern the application of the theory to the specific exam-

ple of the cone on the Veronese surface, ICR . Even though E is simply-

connected, and so possesses no nontrivial line bundles, the open subset of E

obtained by removing the cone on the opposite Veronese surface -£ does admit

a nontrivial line bundle L. Furthermore, £ - {0} (the cone minus the vertex)

is L-orientable. Finally, considering E as an irreducible SO(3) representa-

tion, we find an SO(3)-invariant twisted-calibration O on E - (-£) which

twisted-calibrates £ - {0} . This proves that £ - {0} minimizes area among

all L-homologous 3-folds—a result complementing nicely the recent work of

G. Lawlor [Lr] on area-minimizing cones.

In §6, analysis of the twisted-calibration enables us to prove that £ - {0} is

the only 3-fold which is twisted-calibrated by the 3-form <I>.

This paper constitutes a summary of the results from author's Ph.D. thesis

[M]. The author wishes to express his thanks to his advisor, Robert L. Bryant,

for all his help and advice.

Preliminaries

To establish terminology and notation we begin by recalling some elementary

facts ahout real line bundles on smooth manifolds.

Let M be a smooth manifold and let n : L —> M be a smooth real line

bundle over M. Recall that a ismooth) real Euclidean line bundle L over M

is a smooth real line bundle equipped with a function q : L —» R which when

restricted to each fiber n~ (x) of L is a positive definite quadratic form (such a

function is a Euclidean metric on L). Note that every real Euclidean line bundle

L possesses a canonical involution a obtained from the linear involution on

the fiber x —> -x . This involution plays an important role in the definition of

"twisted" forms in § 1.

Next, recall that a real Euclidean line bundle L over M is flat if there is some

trivialization with locally constant transition functions. Since we may assume
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that transition functions of any real Euclidean line bundle take values in the one-

dimensional orthogonal group (which is just Z2 , the group of integers modulo

two), it follows that any real Euclidean line bundle over a smooth manifold is

flat. Thus the set of real Euclidean line bundles over M is the same as the set

of flat Euclidean line bundles over M.

The transition functions of a trivialization by unit length sections of a real

Euclidean line bundle L are Z2-valued cocycles, so a real Euclidean line bundle

is naturally identified with an element of the cohomology group H ( M, Z2).

Furthermore, letting ML denote the set of points of length one (in the fibers) of

L, we see that ML forms a smooth submanifold of L such that the projection

n : L -> M restricts to ML to be a smooth two-sheeted covering of M. Clearly,

the sheet-interchange involution is just the restriction of the involution a to

ML.

Combining the above, we have the following

Proposition 1. If M isa smooth manifold, then the following data are equivalent:

il) A smooth Euclidean line bundle L over M.

(2) A cohomology class [gL] e H iM ,Z2).

(3) A smooth two-sheeted cover n : ML -> M.

(4) A subgroup K of n^M, x) of index at most two, where nx{M, x) de-

notes the fundamental group of M based at the point x e M.

(5) A homomorphism <p : n^M, x) —> Z2 .

The orientation bundle of a smooth manifold M, e(Af) plays a major role

in twisted-calibration theory. Recall that this Euclidean line bundle over M

can be described by the data i{Ua}, gaß)a ß€A consisting of an open cover of

M by contractible coordinate neighborhoods and transition functions

gaß = sgn[detiJaß)],

where Ja„ denotes the Jacobian of the coordinate overlap maps (i.e. the tran-

sition functions for the tangent bundle of M).

In the case when £(A/T) is not trivial, i.e. when M is not orientable, the

double cover M,M> is the unique orientable (in fact canonically oriented, see

[AMR, p. 452]) two-sheeted cover of M.

1.   L-VALUED FORMS

Let M be a smooth manifold and let n : L —» M be a smooth Euclidean line

bundle. For an open subset U of M, the space of smooth L -valued p-forms

on U, Cf(U, L), is the space of smooth sections of the bundle APiT*U)®L

over U .

For our purposes, an important example is when L = e(A/), the orientation

bundle of M. A section v & nm(M, e(Af)), where m is the dimension of

M, is a density. Densities play a central part in the formulation of Stokes's

theorem for L-valued forms proved in §2.
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In general, since L is Euclidean it possesses local (smooth) sections of unit

length and so every smooth L-valued p-form y> can be expressed locally as

<p = co ® e,

where co is a smooth p-form on M (in the usual sense) and e is a smooth unit

length section of L. This shows that any L-valued p-form <p on M satisfies

1 ®ai<p) = -<p,

where a is the canonical involution of L. Furthermore, since L is flat, the

exterior derivative d of (smooth) L-valued p-forms given by the local formula

dia> (g) e) = ideo) 03>e

is a well-defined global operator.

Giving closed and exact L-valued forms the obvious definitions, we let

ZP(M, L) denote the vector space of closed L-valued p-forms. Then we form

the L-valued de Rham cohomology iin dimension p) :

HPiM, L) = ZPiM, L)/diQ?~\M, L)).

These L-valued objects have a natural identification with forms and coho-

mology on ML.

Proposition 2. Let L be a smooth Euclidean line bundle over the smooth man-

ifold M with Euclidean metric q and smooth L-valued p-forms, iV(Af, L).

Let ML be the associated two-sheeted covering space. Then

(a) Of(ML) = £f_(ML) ® Q?+(ML), where Qf_iML) iresp. 0?+{ML)) is the

space of a*-anti-invariant iresp. a*-invariant) p-forms.

(b) HPiML, R) = HPiML, R) e Ht(ML, R),

(c) &(M,L)<*nr_(ML),

(d) HPiM,L)^Hp_iML,R),

(e) The map n  : HPiM, R) —> HPiML, R) is an injection.

Proof, (a) and (b) are clear, since exterior differentiation commutes with the de-

composition into type. To prove (c), define a map (called tilde) ~: Q?iM, L) —>

Cf_iML) as follows. Let v 6 QfiM, L), and vl,v2, ... ,v e T-iML), where

x e ML is such that qix) = 1 . Then the equation

(1.1) Vin.iv{), 7r.(v2), ... , nm{vp)) = vivx,v2, ... ,vp)x,

defines y/ € Sf(Mr). Here n is the covering map and x = nix). Note that
— I

both sides of (1.1) have values in Lx (= n ix)). It is now easy to check that

V £ Qf_iML), so (1.1) gives a natural identification of the spaces Q^M, L)

and Çif_iML). Also, it is easy to check that the map tilde commutes with

exterior differentiation and so induces an isomorphism of cohomology, thus

proving (d).

Finally, to prove part (e), observe that the pull-back map n* : Ç?iM) -+

ii?AM.) also commutes with exterior differentiation.  From this, we see that
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the induced map on de Rham cohomology is injective since the covering map

n is a local diffeomorphism.   Q.E.D.

Remark. From the point of view of constructing L-valued forms, part (c) of

Proposition 2 is especially useful since the L-valued forms are naturally inter-

preted as ordinary differential forms on ML satisfying a "twisting" condition.

Also, both of v £ ^(Af, L) and y/ e Çf_iML) are twisted p-forms. However,

no confusion should arise since the meaning will be clear from the context.

2. Integration and L-manifolds

To have an analogue of the Fundamental Theorem of Calibrations (see [HL,

Theorem 4.2 of Chapter II]), a version of Stokes's theorem for the integration

of L-valued differential forms must hold. Proposition 2 shows that smooth

L-valued p-forms on M are identified with smooth twisted p-forms on the

double cover ML . The latter can be integrated over oriented p-dimensional

submanifolds of ML. If a submanifold P of ML is the orientation double

cover of some submanifold of M, then Stokes's theorem applied to P gives

geometric information about that submanifold of M. This idea leads to the

Definition. Let L be a smooth Euclidean line bundle over the smooth manifold

Mm of dimension m . Suppose Nn is a smooth (embedded) submanifold of

M of dimension n. Then N is an in-dimensional) L-orientable submanifold

of M, or L-manifold, if the orientation bundle of N is isomorphic to the Eu-

clidean line bundle over N obtained by restricting L to N. An L-orientation

of AT is a choice of isomorphism between the restriction of L to N and the

orientation bundle of N.

Remarks, (i) If a connected submanifold N is L-orientable, then any two iso-

morphisms between the orientation bundle of N and the restriction of L to

N differ at most by a sign. Thus if N is given an L-orientation, we denote the

oppositely L-oriented submanifold by -N.

(ii) An L-oriented submanifold N determines an embedded submanifold

NL of ML which is canonically oriented (in the usual sense). In fact, NL is

the image of the manifold of unit length elements of e(V) under the embedding

determined by the isomorphism between e(Ar) and the restriction of L to N.

By definition, the L-valued «-forms of M restrict to an «-dimensional

L-oriented submanifold to be densities. Thus, if N" is an L-oriented subman-

ifold of M and v £ ß"(Af, L), then we have

(2.1) / V = \i   V
Jn        z Jnl

where NL is the canonically oriented double cover of N determined by L, y/

is determined from v by (1.1), and the integral on the left-hand side of (2.1)

is the integral of a density.

To prove an L-valued Stokes's theorem, the boundary operator for an L-

manifold-with-boundary, i.e., the induced L-orientation for the boundary of an
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L-oriented manifold, must be defined. Let N be an orientable submanifold-

with-boundary of M. Recall that a "sign free" statement of Stokes's theo-

rem for an orientable manifold-with-boundary is obtained when the boundary

inherits the orientation induced by the "outward-pointing normal first" rule

(for example, see [S, pp. 352-355]). In the language of real line bundles, the

"outward-pointing normal first" rule is a canonical choice of isomorphism be-

tween the line bundles eiN)\dN and eidN). When N is not orientable, it must

be shown that such a canonical choice can still be made. In view of the equiv-

alence between real Euclidean line bundles over N and two-sheeted covers of

N (cf. Proposition 1), such a choice is equivalent to showing that the double

cover, N£,N,, of N determined by e(Ar) induces the orientation double cover

of dN.

Proposition 3.  dNe(N) = dNE{dN].

Proof. Note that (öAr)e(JV) = diN^NA, so the expression dN,N, is unambigu-

ous. Since N.N, is canonically oriented, the two points of dNg,N, over a point

of dN correspond to opposite orientations of N. However, dNg,N) is also the

boundary of an oriented manifold and can be oriented by the "outward-pointing

normal first" rule. Taken in combination, these orientations show that the two

points of dN,N, over a point of dN correspond to opposite orientations of

dN. This last condition defines the orientation double cover of dN.   Q.E.D.

Definition. Let N be an L-oriented submanifold-with-boundary of M and let

X : eiN) -* L be the isomorphism defining the L-orientation. The induced L-

orientation of dN is the L-orientation determined by the isomorphism X o a :

eidN) —> L, where a is the canonical choice of isomorphism between the line

bundles eidN) and eiN)\dN determined by the "outward-pointing normal first

rule."

Combining this definition of the induced L-orientation with the fact that

an L-valued p-form restricted to an L-oriented submanifold has a natural

interpretation as a density, we have

Theorem 1 (Stokes's theorem for L-manifolds). Let L be a smooth Euclidean

line bundle over a smooth manifold M and let N be a smooth L-oriented

submanifold-with-boundary of dimension n. Then for v £ fi"~ (Af,L),

(2.2) /    ip = I   dip.
JdN Jn

where dN is given the induced L-orientation.

Proof. Everything has been defined so that the exterior derivative of an L-

valued p-form is dual to the boundary operator defined for L-manifolds-with-

boundary. That is, for an L-manifold-with-boundary, (2.2) is the statement

of the usual Stokes's theorem for the oriented double covering manifold-with-

boundary, NL , of N .   Q.E.D.
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Remark. In the case when M = N and « = dim M, then the above theorem is

just the well-known version of Stokes's theorem for densities (for example, see

[AMR, pp. 485-489]).

3. Twisted-calibrations

Let (A/, g) be a smooth Riemannian manifold of dimension m . We recall

some basic definitions from the theory of calibrated geometry. The comass of

a p-form <p on M at the point x e M is

\\ip\\x = SMp{(pii)\teGip,TxM)},

where G(p, TXM) is the Grassmannian of oriented unit simple p-vectors of

TxM. The comass of y> on a subset N of M is the supremum of the values

of the comass of y> at points of N. A smooth closed p-form <p of comass one

on M is a calibration. For a calibration Ç7 we have the fundamental inequality

<p\P < volp,

for any p-dimensional submanifold P of M. A submanifold P of M of

dimension p is a tp-submanifold iin the calibrated sense) if

<p\p = volp,

i.e. if ç> restricts to P to be the volume form. We also say that <p calibrates

P.
Now suppose L is a Euclidean line bundle over the Riemannian manifold

(AT, g) with the associated Riemannian double cover n : ML —► M, i.e. give

A/L the pull-back metric g = n*ig). Then n is a local isometry and the sheet-

interchange involution is an isometry of ML . Letting <p e iV(M, L) be an L-

valued p-form, the comass of ç? is defined as the comass of <p e Cf (AfL), where

y> is given by Proposition 2. A closed L-valued p-form, <p , is an iL-)twisted-

calibration if 0 is a calibration on (AfL, £). Finally, let N be a p-dimensional

L-oriented submanifold of M and let <p G íV (Ai, L) be an L-valued form of

comass one. Then Af is a <p-submanifold iin the twisted-calibrated sense), or <p

twisted-calibrates N, if the double cover NL of N is a $-submanifold of ML

in the calibrated sense.

Theorem 2. Lei ç> e Ç?iM, L) be a twisted-calibration and let N be a q>-

submanifold. Then N is a minimal submanifold of M.

Proof. If N is a ^-manifold, where <p is a twisted-calibration, then the double

cover NL is calibrated and hence homologically mass minimizing in ML . In

particular, NL is a minimal submanifold of ML. Recalling that n is a local

isometry, the mean curvature vector must be preserved (locally) and thus N

must be a minimal submanifold of M.   Q.E.D.

In fact, Stokes's theorem for L-manifolds shows that twisted-calibrated sub-

manifolds satisfy a minimization property very similar to that for calibrated

submanifolds.
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Theorem 3 (The Fundamental Theorem of Twisted-Calibrations). Let  (p  6

Ç?iM,L) be a twisted-calibration and let N bean p-dimensional (p-submani-

fold. Suppose N' is a p-dimensional L-oriented submanifold of M such that

N — N1 is the L-oriented boundary of an (p + l)-dimensional L-oriented man-

ifold P. Then vol(V) < vol(V').

Proof. By (2.1),

(a) Sn<P = UnJ and In1 <P = I ¡n'l <? >

where NL and N'L are the associated double covers. Since N is a ç?-manifold

we have

(b) ¡NJ = vol(NL).

By Stokes's theorem for L-manifolds we have

(c) ¡N_N> <P = ¡dP<P = jpd<p = 0,

since N - N' is the L-oriented boundary of Pp+X and tp is closed. Thus

/       <p=      y>-      <p = 0,
Jn-n'        Jn       Jn'

or,

(d) Jn<P = Jn'<P-
Combining (a)-(d) we obtain

vol(AO = ivol(ATL) = I|   <p = j <p

=  i  <P = \I   ^<^vol(<) = vol(V'),
Jn'        2Jn'l        2

which proves the theorem.   Q.E.D.

Remark. If N is orientable, then NL is a disconnected set consisting of two

connected components. Furthermore, each component is a submanifold of ML

which is mapped isometrically onto N by the covering map when N and

(the components of) NL are given the induced metric. Thus if N is twisted-

calibrated, then each component of NL is calibrated by y>.

One immediate consequence of Theorem 3 is

Theorem 4. If N is a twisted-calibrated submanifold of M, then N is stable.

Proof. Let N be an L-oriented submanifold of M and let 4> : (-e, e) x N —>

M be a compactly supported smooth variation. Then for e sufficiently small,

the submanifolds Nt = <t>(i, N) are all L-oriented. Since N = NQ has a

calibrated double cover, the fundamental theorem of calibrations shows that

the double cover of N has area no greater than the area of the double covers

of the Nt.   Q.E.D.

Remark. If N is an L-oriented submanifold-with-boundary which is twisted-

calibrated, then N is area-minimizing for variations which hold the boundary

fixed.
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The next two sections provide the proof that the cone on the Veronese surface

is twisted-calibrated, hence stable and, moreover, area-minimizing among all

comparison L-manifolds.

4. The cone on the Veronese surface

The Veronese surface X is a real projective plane which is minimally em-

bedded in the Euclidean 4-sphere in E as an SO(3)-orbit. The cone on the

Veronese surface £ is the subset of E which is the union of line segments of

the form Op , where 0 is the origin of E and p 6 X. The origin is the vertex

of the cone. The extended cone on the Veronese surface £e is the set of rays

from the origin through points on £.

Remark. Our adherence to these distinctions will be weak, but the general phi-

losophy is that all results about cones refer to extended cones, except those

results involving manifolds-with-boundary.

Concretely, the Veronese surface is realized as an orbit of the irreducible

linear action of SO(3) on E5. Let V denote the real inner product space of

traceless symmetric 3-by-3 matrices. The left SO(3) action on V is given by

g ■ m = gmg',

where g e SO(3) and m e V. Endowing V with the inner product

(w,, m2) = \trimxmx),

for mx, m2 e V, it is straightforward to check that E5 is isometric to (F, ( , ))

via the isometry

i

x (X, , Xj , Xi , X. , Xz) —

^=x¡ + x2 x3 x4

X3 73X1 _ X2 Xi

X4 X5 ~^3Xll

Furthermore, it is clear that

(g-mx, g-m2) = (m{, m2),

so SO(3) acts orthogonally on (F, ( ,  )).

Every matrix in V is 0(3)-similar to a diagonal matrix, and in fact, SO(3)-

similar to a matrix lying in the extended cone

W = {diag(A,, X2, A3) e V\XX, X2 > A3}.

The intersection of W with the unit 4-sphere of V is a set homeomorphic to

a closed interval [L, p. 24]. The endpoints of this interval correspond to the

orbits of diagonal matrices having two equal eigenvalues. It is easy to check

that the stabilizer of such a matrix is isomorphic to the full orthogonal group

0(2), so that each orbit is an embedded real projective plane. The orbit of

the matrix m0 = diag(4= , 4= , --75) is the Veronese surface I. The orbit of

-«Jn is the opposite Veronese surface -Z (with corresponding cone -£). Note
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that the antipodal map of S is an equivariant isometry which interchanges the

two (extended) cones. Finally, since these orbits are of singular type and are

manifolds, they are minimal [HsL, p. 5].

Now, recall the well-known parameterization of -I. Let y e E   be a column

vector. We define the map p : E —► V by the formula

£(y) = yy'-ily|2/3

where y = (y,, y2, y3) and |y|2 = y] + y\ + y] .

If we let SO.(3) act on the left on E3 in the standard way, then p is equi-

variant. In matrix form:

1
m - 3

2y2 -y\- y\        3y,y2 3y,y3

3y,v2 2y\-y\-y\ 3y2y3

ly^i 3y2y3 2y3 -y\-y\

A straightforward calculation shows

</2(y),/i(y)> = i|y|4,

so this map restricts to p : S2(v/3) -> S4. Obviously /2(-y) = piy), so p

descends to a map of the real projective plane which is easily checked to be

one-to-one. Finally, since p is equivariant and

«(W.o,o)')-dh,(^.-4,,-4J

it follows that p gives an embedding of the real projective plane with image
-I.

Extend the map p of E   into V to the map p :C ^ V defined by

p(z) = i(zz' + zz')-¿|z|2/3,

where z = (zj, z2, z3) € C and |z| is the usual norm. If z is real (i.e. if

z = z), then /¿(z) — /2(z), so p is an extension of p to C3.

Proposition 4. The map p satisfies the following properties:

(i) piXz) = \X\2piz).

(ii) p(z) = pit).

(iii) p : C3 -+ V
C3 = C os R3.

(iv) /i i$ surjective.

(v) ¿i(z) = /i(w) if and only if w = el z or w = e' z.

(iii) // : C  —» F « SOi3)-equivariant with respect to the complexified action

on C3 = C 03 R3.

(vi) The singular set of p is N  = {Xx eC|>l€C,xeR}. Furthermore,

the image of N   is the extended cone on the opposite Veronese surface.

Proof, (i), (ii), and (iii) are clear.

(iv) Since p is SO(3)-equivari

W ç V is surjective, where W -   {diag(A1, X2, X}) e V\XX, X2 > A3} , since

(iv) Since p is SO(3)-equivariant, it suffices to show that the map p : C
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every element of V is equivalent, via the group action, to an element in this

set. Thus, if ô0 = diag(Aj, X\, X\) € W, then z0 = (^-A3, i^X\ - X\, 0)

satisfies piz0) = ô0, since Xx + X2 + A3 = 0.

(v) Sufficiency is clear. Conversely, suppose piz) = /¿(w). Using the equi-

variance of p, we may assume piz) = /i(w) = diag(A1, X2, X3) e W. Using part

(i), choose 0,, 82 e R/2nZ so that the first coordinates of both el6{z, e'e2w are

real and positive. Since piz) = /z(w) is diagonal and Xx, X2 > X3, the second
ifi ifi

coordinates of both e 'z, e 2w must be purely imaginary, while the third must
ifi ifi

be zero. Thus w = e z, where 6 = 9X - 92, or w = e z, where 6 = -6X - 82 .

(vi) Writing

J\    Ji /4

fi   fi fs
M  fs  -(/i+/2)

it suffices to find the singular set of the map f= ifx, ... , f5) from C3 = R6 to

R . It is now straightforward to show that any real linear relation among the

rows of the five-by-six matrix Df at z e C implies that the real and imaginary

parts of z lie in the kernel of a nontrivial traceless real symmetric 3-by-3 matrix.

Since such a matrix has kernel of dimension at most one, the real and imaginary

parts of z are linearly dependent over R, so z must be a complex multiple of

a vector with real entries.

Since p is SO(3)-equivariant and piXx) — \X\ p(x), the image of the singular

set is the set of rays through the origin determined by points on the opposite

Veronese surface.   Q.E.D.

Proposition 4 shows that the set of regular values of p defines the open

5-manifold M = E - (-X)e of E . Moreover, by constructing a linear

(hence SO(3)-equivariant) deformation retraction of W = {diag(A1, X2, X3) G

V\XX, X2 > X3} onto C = {diag(A, X, -2X)\X e R+} , it is easy to check that M5

deformation retracts onto Z. Thus 7r,(A/5) = Z2 and M5 admits a nontrivial

Euclidean line bundle L with associated double cover ML .

The two-sheeted cover, ML , is described as follows. Letting S] act on C

by multiplication by unit complex numbers, we obtain the fibration:

S1 — C3 - N4

Ml

where A4 is defined in part (vi) of Proposition 4. Part (i) of Proposition 4

shows that the map p factors through the projection map of the fibration to

give a map p : ML —► M . Parts (iv) and (v) of Proposition 4 combine to show

that p. is a two-sheeted covering map such that the sheet-interchange involution
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is given as the map induced on ML by complex conjugation on C . Finally,

we observe that the smooth map from C - N   to R+ x (CP - RP ) given by

(4.1) z->(|z|2,[z]),

where z e C - N , \z\ is the usual norm, and [z] denotes homogeneous co-

ordinates on CP , is clearly invariant under the S   action on C — N . Thus
5 4- 2 2

the map (4.1) descends to a smooth map from ML to R x (CP - RP )

which is easily checked to have smooth inverse.   Thus ML is diffeomorphic

to R+x(CP2-RP2).

Proposition 5. The cone of the Veronese surface, minus the vertex, £ - {0} is

an L-manifold. Moreover, the locus of points in ML covering £ - {0} is dif

feomorphic to R x Q, where Q is a nonsingular conic in CP - RP given by

Q = {[zl,z2,z3]eCP2\z2 + z22 + z¡ = 0}.

Proof. For notational simplicity, we use z to denote both a point in C - N
5 — 1  *"*' 3

as well as its equivalence class in ML . Recalling that p (X- {0}) = {z e C -

N \piz) has repeated eigenvalues}, the proof of part (iv) of Proposition 4 shows
/ ifi    i-

that if piz0) = diag(A, X, -2X), where X > 0, then z0 = e v3A(l, ±i, 0). In

either case, we have z0 • z0 = zx + z2 + z3 = 0. Furthermore, the condition

z0 • zQ = 0 is invariant under the actions of both S   and SO(3).

Letting £- {0} be the subset of M5L determined by /T'(£-{()}) c C2-N4,

the mapping (4.1) shows that £ - {0} is the inverse image of the cone over Q in

R+ x (CP - RP ). Thus, R+ x Q is diffeomorphic to the orientable manifold

R - {0} (since a nonsingular conic is rational), proving that £ - {0} is an

L-manifold.   Q.E.D.

Our goal is to prove

Theorem 5. The cone on the Veronese surface iminus the vertex) is twisted-

calibrated, hence area minimizing among all L-orientable 3-folds in M having

the Veronese surface as boundary.

5. Proof of theorem 5

The construction of a comass one twisted 3-form on ML which twisted-

calibrates the cone on the Veronese surface is simplified greatly by introduc-

ing two auxiliary spaces. Previously, we defined W = {diag(A1, X2, A3) G

V\XX, X2 > X3}. Introducing Y = {(a, ib, 0)' G C3|a, b G R+}, the proof

of the following proposition reduces to straightforward calculations which are

left to the reader.

Proposition 6. (a) The map fw : SO(3) x(f-»M5 given by fw{g, 3) = gag'

is surjective, generically eight-to-one and equivariant with respect to the SO(3)
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action on SO(3) x W given by h ■ ig, 8) = ihg, 3). The set of singular values

of fw is precisely the cone on the Veronese surface.

(b) For m G V we have

{Rhig, 3)\h G Z)4}   when 3 e W has distinct eigenvalues,

{Rhig, 3)\h G T}     when 3 G W has repeated eigenvalues,

where m = fwig, 3), Rh denotes the right action of SO(3) on SO(3) x W

given by Rhig, 3) = igh, h'3h), D4 is the subgroup of SO(3) of order eight

generated by the set

aw \m) =

= diag(-l, -1, 1), e2 = diag(l, -1, -1), and s =

0 1
1 0

0   0

and

T =
0

det^
A G 0(2)

(c) Letting S0(3) act on S0(3) x Y by h ■ ig, w) = ihg, w), the map

fY : S0(3) x 7 -> ML given by fYig, w) = [gv/] is surjective, equivariant, and

is four-to-one away from the singular set. The set of singular values corresponds

precisely to the cone on the conic Q of Proposition 5 under the dijfeomorphism

(4.1).
(d) The map v :W -» y given by

^(diag(A,, X2, X3)) = iyjxi - X3, iyJX2 - X3, 0)'

is a dijfeomorphism.

(e) The map fw : SO(3) x W - m{ given by fwig,S) = fY(g, v{6)) =
[gii/iô))] is a left-equivariant lifting of fw which is generically four-to-one. In

fact, if z0 is a regular value of fw, then f^ (z0) = {Rhig, 3)\h G Z4}, where

fw(g ' °) — zo and ^4 " tne uni°ue cyclic normal subgroup of order four in

D4. Moreover, Z4 is generated by se2 G £>4, where s and e2 are as in part

(b). Finally, if ' fwig, 3) = z, then fwiRg ig, 3)) = z, i.e. the sheet interchange

involution on MSL is represented by Rg   on SO(3) x W.

Remark. The results of Proposition 6 may be more easily understood by refer-

ring to the following commutative diagram

where all maps are (left) S0(3)-equivariant and all subdiagrams are commuta-

tive.
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To begin constructing the twisted-calibration, g0 , the pull-back to SO(3) x W

of the metric on M   is computed to be

g0 = fw(( » )) = ^d{gâg')od(gôg')]

= \ tr[i(ü3 + d3 + 3(o') o (aô + d3 + Seo')]
2    1 1

= dXx o dXx + dXx o dX2 + dX2 o dX2 + iXx + 2X2) to oco

+ (A2 + 2X{) co o co + iXx - X2) co o co ,

where

co = g    dg = 'gdg =
0 a? -co2

-co3 0 oo
2 1 nco -co 0

is the matrix of Maurer-Cartan forms for SO(3) and

3 = diag(A¡, X2, -iXx + X2)).

Note that œ satisfies the structure equation

dco = co A co — -co A a».

Also, observe that this metric is singular precisely when A, = A2, i.e. exactly on

the fw-inverse image of the cone on the Veronese surface.

Next, choosing the coordinates

u= |(A,-r-A2),        v = \iXx-X2),

yields
Til OTT 'y        *i 1

(5.1) g0 = ^duodu + dvodv + iu-v) w oco +iu + v) co °co +4v co oto .

In these coordinates W = {c\\a%i\u-\-v, \u-v , -\u)\u > \v\} and the singular

locus of the metric is just the set of points of SO(3) x W with v = 0. Further-

more, (5.1) shows that v and u may be geometrically interpreted respectively

as the shortest distance from a point m e M5 to a point p e iî>- {0})e and

\/3 times the distance from p to the vertex of the cone.

Away from the singular set of the metric, equation (5.1) shows that the fol-

lowing forms are an orthonormal coframing of SO(3) x W :

m  =—=du,        n  = dv,        n  =iu-v)co ,
(5.2) y/1

n = iu + v)co ,       n = 2vco .

Thus, a natural set of 3-forms to consider are of the type

J * J-*'= E ankr\ ̂ n' r^n
i<j<k

where <z( fc G R. In order that there exist O G Q3(Af£) satisfying /^(<ï>) = <P',

it is necessary that <I>' satisfy

*>' = *',
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where h e D4, the group of order eight described in part (b) of Proposition

6. A straightforward calculation then shows that this requirement reduces the

admissible O' to

*.' 1   »  / 2,5 3.4.
<D =« A(a125n An  +amn An ).

It is checked similarly that these admissible 3-forms automatically satisfy R* O'

= -<!>', i.e. the admissible 3-forms are already "twisted."

Proposition 7. <!>' is closed if and only if aX34 = -a 125.

Proof. By (5.2) the expression for <p' expands as

a' !  „ i 2.5 3 .     4X
*   =n   A(«125'/    M   +ai34??    A/?  )125'/   "'/   ^"134'

]_f~ • "»-      - j- -  - 3  ■ /   2      -2x..l  .  ..2N

v7!
=—¡=du A i2aX25v dv A co +<z134(m - u )(y Aw)

= (a125 + a134)í3ÍH A¿(« )Adco

1 3 2 2 3
=—i=du Ai2ax25vdv Aoj + a134(w -v)dco).

v3

Note that the last equality uses the structure equation for co. We easily compute

/ 1 3 2        2 3
d<& = —-¡=du A di2ax25vdv A co + ax34iu -v)dco)

v3

J_
~v/3v

Thus d$>' = 0 if and only if ax25 + ax34 = 0.   Q.E.D.

Now assume <!>' is closed.

Propositions. The comass of <t>' is \al25\.

Proof. Since the nJ are orthonormal away from the singular set, the comass of

3>' is the same as the comass of its Hodge dual 2-form *<p' = a125(r7 - n ),

where we have used the orientation determined by n .By renumbering the

basis {t]J}, if necessary, we may assume that aX25 > 0. For points not on the

singular set of the metric, letting e- denote the metric dual to nJ, it is easy to

see that *0' is maximized (at a point p) among the unit simple 2-vectors of

the vector space V = span{e2, e3, e4, e5} . Since we clearly have

*<D'(i>2 A e5) = *<D'(<?4 A e3) = al25,

the comass of *<p' is at least ax25. To show that the comass is no greater,

suppose C is a simple unit 2-vector in A iV). Writing Ç as

C = («i + ^l)^23 + (a2 + bl)e2A + (fl3 + h)eli

= (fli - bx)e45 + ia2 - b2)e53 + (a3 + b3)e34,

we have

(a) C is simple «• Ç A Ç = 0 o (a2 + a2 + a\) - (¿>2 + b\ + b\) = 0, and

(b) C is unit <=> 2(a2 + a\ + a] + b\ + b\ + b\) = 1.
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Now,

*<D'(C) = ax25üa3 - b3) - ia3 + b3)) = -2al25b3,

and

2ax25b3<\ax25\,

since bx + b\ + b3 = |, i.e. |è3| < \ , when Ç is a simple unit 2-vector. Thus,

the comass is ax25 at points away from the singular set of the metric. However,

on the singular set, *<p' restricts to be the simple 2-form ax25n , which clearly

has comass ax25.   Q.E.D.

Remark. The proof of Proposition 8 is essentially the Wirtinger inequality (see

the proof of the lemma in §6). However, the referee has indicated to us that the

comass can be determined directly from a result of Morgan [Mg2, pp. 7-11].

Propositions 7 and 8 immediately show that the 3-form

<P=?7  A(iî  A«  - n  An )

is closed and of unit comass on SO(3) x W. To complete the proof of Theorem

5, we find a 3-form <[> on ML which satisfies /^(O) = O'. Then O will

be closed and have comass one, i.e. O will be a calibration. Closure of O

is immediate, while the statement about comass follows from the facts that

both ML and SO(3) x W have the pull-back metric and that the maps in our

construction are local isometries (away from the singular locus of the metric

in the case of SO(3) x W). On the singular locus of SO(3) x W, fw is a

submersion such that ifw)„ is an isometry onto the complement of its kernel.

To construct i>, use the maps fw : SO(3) xW -> M5L and fY : SO(3) x Y -►

M5L defined in Proposition 6 to obtain

(5.3)
(a) z • z = z • z = 2v ,

(b) z»z = |z|   = 2w,

(c) t(z) = y|z|4 - (z • z)(z • z) = 2 v¡? - v

(d) g~ dz — ig~ dz) = cow + d\v,

(e) z»dz = ig  'z)«(g xdz)

= du- 2iVu2 - v2(o , where z = gi^/u + v , iy/u - v , 0)',
2 2       "i _

(f) 8(w  - v )(o  = /t(z)(z«ú?z- z*dz).

r5Observe that only (b), (c), (e), and (f) are well defined on ML . Next, recalling

that

<í> = —=du A idiv ) A co - iu  -v) da )
v3

= —-j=du A diiu -v )a> ),
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then (5.3) shows that the 3-form

1 2
O = -—i=d\z\ Aí/[t(z)(z»ú?z-z»í/z)]

satisfies /^(O) = <P'. Moreover, the sheet-interchange involution of ML is

induced by complex conjugation on C , so <P is a twisted 3-form.

The /^-inverse image of the double cover of the cone on the Veronese sur-

face is the 4-manifold of points of SO(3) x W having v = 0. At every point

of this manifold, the three-dimensional subspace, spanj^ , e3, e4} , of the tan-

gent 4-plane,  span{e,, e3, e4, es} , is a simple unit 3-plane maximizing 3>'.

Thus <P restricts to £ - {0} to be the volume form, so £ - {0} is twisted-

calibrated.   Q.E.D.

6. Determining the <P-submanifolds

In this section the cone of the Veronese surface is shown to be the unique

3-fold of M which is twisted-calibrated by O. Employing a self-dual 2-form

naturally associated to the twisted calibration O to define an almost complex

structure on Af¿, the O-submanifolds are proved to be cones having almost

complex curves as "level" surfaces. Determining the cones satisfying this con-

dition gives

Theorem 6. Any 3-fold of M   which is twisted-calibrated by i> is a subset of

the cone on the Veronese surface.

Proof. The Hodge star operator on SO(3) x W induces a star operator on the

space of forms generated by the four-dimensional subspace dual to ex, i.e.

span{n , n , n , n } . This operator, denoted *', is defined by the equation

*> = -(^)j(^)

where y> is a smooth section of the Ap(H^)-bundle for 0 < p < 4, and J

denotes interior product. It is easy to check that (*')   = (-1) , where we

use the orientation given by m        (recall that we use the orientation given by

m for *). Since

(6.1) <p'= n1 a *<!>',

where the 2-form
a' 2.5 3.4*<P = n  An  - n  Am

is self-dual with respect to the *' operator, it follows that *0' defines an almost-

complex structure / on the subspace span{e2, e3,e4, e5} c T(SO(3) x W).

Furthermore, it is easy to check that

2.5 3.4 7.* ,,-.,
m   An   -m   AM   =fw(0),
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where £2 = ^d\z\ A[jiz»dz-z»dz)-di2lTÍz)iz»dz-z»dz))] is a self-dual 2-form

on ML. Thus, the almost-complex structure J on SO(3) x IF corresponds

to an almost-complex structure JL on (d/d|z|)x = T(CP2 - RP2) c T(A/¿)
2 2 5

defined by Q (here CP  - RP   denotes the subset of ML diffeomorphic to
2 2 "

CP - RP under the map (4.1)). By definition, ifw)% is complex linear with

respect to these complex structures.

Lemma. // X3 is a ^»-manifold, then X3 is double-covered by a subset, X3L, of
e 3

ML diffeomorphic to a cone having level surfaces X( = {z G XL\ \z\ = t} which

are almost-complex curves with respect to the almost-complex structure J,,.

Proof. It is clear that fw maps cones to cones, so the assertion holds on SO(3) x

W since ifw)t is complex linear and at every point of SO(3) x W equation

(6.1) shows that í>' is maximized on simple unit 3-vectors of the form d/duAC

for some simple 2-vector £. Hence, every í>'-threefold is a subset of a cone.

To complete the proof of the lemma, define the complex-valued 1-forms

a° 2       •   5 û1 3.46  = n  - in ,        8  = t] + in .

Then

*<D' = 1(0° A0°+ dl a¥),

and the standard Wirtinger equality (see [L, p. 37]) applied to a simple unit

2-plane £ G A (span{e2, e3, e4, es}), expressed in the form used in the proof

of Proposition 8, becomes

*4»'(C)2 + |Ö°A01(C)|2 = 1.

Thus, £ is a complex line (with respect to J) if and only if *<!>'(£) = 1 .

Hence, X is a O'-threefold if and only if it is a subset of a cone which has

an almost-complex curve for each «-level surface. The proof of the lemma is

complete.

To complete the proof of Theorem 6, observe that if a cone in SO(3) x W

with the property that each surface Zu , defined by u = constant, is an almost-

complex curve, then the following holds:

(6.2) L^^AÖ^A^AÖ1),

where L denotes the Lie derivative and A is a complex-valued function. Geo-

metrically, (6.2) means that the flow in the "cone direction" must preserve the

complex 2-form 8 A 8 .

A short calculation reveals

Ld/dui80A8l) = ^^i80A¥) + -^-^id°Adl).
' u  - V u  -v

Thus, the condition given by (6.2) is satisfied if and only if v = 0, i.e. the

only cone satisfying (6.2) is the /^-inverse image of the cone on the Veronese

surface.   Q.E.D.
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Remark. Theorem 6 shows that any other 3-fold of ML having boundary Q,

the double cover of the Veronese surface (cf. Proposition 5), must have volume

strictly greater than the cone on Q. Thus the cone on the Veronese surface is

absolutely area-minimizing among all L-manifolds with the Veronese surface

as boundary. This class includes all compactly supported deformations of £ -

{0} in M . This minimizing property strongly suggests that the cone on the

Veronese surface is area-minimizing in E , but we do not yet have a proof of

this.
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